REALTIME
BRING DISTANCES CLOSER

STEP 1
Simulate real life interactions and activities in the virtual reality (VR) world with RealTime! Start by downloading the RealTime app on your cellular device and ordering your own VR room right through the app. Using the 3D scanning feature, you have the freedom to create your own personalized avatar! The scanner guides you through using your phone’s camera to pick up features such as hair color, eye color, facial features, and more to create your own VR character! Sync your VR room to the app via Bluetooth, and enjoy the VR world without a heavy, wired oculus!

STEP 2
After setting up your account, become friends with others on the app to call people within the VR world! When calling people on RealTime, their avatar will appear within your VR environment and the sensors within your VR room will be able to track motor movements and sounds to simulate real world interactions.

STEP 3
The virtual world is yours to explore! RealTime allows you to partake in many different activities and events within the simulated atmosphere. Users can choose any place in the world to travel with their virtual friends or participate in activities such as going to the movies or grabbing coffee!

RealTime also hosts many events open to users to bring avatars from all over the world together, such as our annual golf tournament and talent shows. The virtual world is your oyster, go out and explore!
RealTime takes you on real world adventures and explorations within a virtual reality atmosphere. The app hones the possibility to bring people across the world together again while promoting discovery, despite distances. Whether users be in a long-distance relationship, live far from family, or have an overseas business meeting, RealTime allows users to connect from thousands of miles apart with the click of a button, without the hassle of a heavy oculus and accessible to all through a simple app!

RealTime is designed to foster an environment where users can communicate with others and partake in different activities, despite physical distance barriers between users. Therefore, while helping users flourish through learning about other and with others, it also reflects design for economics, saving time and money that may be required for users to see other users and perform certain activities in real life.

RealTime wants to bring people together. Humans thrive off learning from others and learning with others. Let us help you communicate your thoughts, feelings, and energy as well as explore the unknown with others, despite physical distances. RealTime was designed to promote adventure and curiosity in the everyday.